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ADA ALICE - Pale pink with yellow anthers and white filaments. Large to very large, semidouble to rose form double with wavy petals when fully open. Vigorous, upright, dense growth. M. (U.S. 2020 - Unknown person, Tift County, GA).

AILEEN WADE CHASTAIN - Pale pink shading to light pink. Medium, formal double form with petals which are delicately incurved. Average, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'Snow Lady'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


ALMA BELLAMY SCHATZ - Vibrant, brilliant red with bright yellow anthers and cream filaments. Large, semidouble form. Slow, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'Elegans Miniata'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


BABS ALSIP - White. Large, semidouble form; petals are fluted, usually five petals in top ring. Average, upright growth. M. (U.S. 2004 - Ed Alsip, Stuart, FL).


BARNEY'S JOE - Burgundy with yellow anthers. Large to very large, loose peony form. Slow, upright growth. M-L. (U.S. 2020 - N. C. Barnard, St. Elmo, AL).

BARNEY'S NINA - Medium pink with yellow anthers and white filaments. Medium to large, full peony form. Slow, upright growth. L. (U.S. 2020 - N. C. Barnard, St. Elmo, AL).


BEL'S BEAUTY - White. Medium to large, formal double to loose peony form; bloom consists stacked and pointed petals. Slow, upright, dense growth. M-L. (Seedling of Japonica 'Beatrix Hoyt'). (U.S. 2019 - E. W. & Gena Fredrickson, Wilmington, NC).


BILL HOWELL - Pink splotched white. Medium to Large, formal double to rose form double. Average, upright, open growth. M-L. Cold Hardy. (U.S. 2020 - Diane Clark, Hampstead, NC).


BOBBY MOORE - Deep fluorescent pink in the outer petals with lighter pink Interior petals with yellow anthers and yellowish filaments. Small to medium, formal double to rose form double with pointed petals. Average, upright, dense growth. M. (U.S. 2020 - Larry Heard, Mobile, AL).


CELESTE M. RICHARD - Wide pink and white blending stripes with yellow anthers and white filaments. Large, semidouble to loose peony form. Average, upright, open growth. E-M. (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


CHARLOTTE GRACE - Dark pink at the petal margins fading to light pink with some striping with yellow anthers and white filaments. Small, semidouble to rose form double. Average, upright, open growth. M-L. (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


CHRISTMAS DAY - Red with a wide White border on each petal. with Yellow anthers and Pink filaments. Medium, loose peony form. Average, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'Lady Laura'). (U.S. 2019 - Jim Smelley, Moss Point, MS).


CUP OF CRÈME - Creamy white with gold anthers and cream filaments. Small, semidouble form. Vigorous, upright, open growth. E-L. (Seedling of Japonica 'Beatrix Hoyt'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


DR. ALFRED AGUERO - Deep Rose with Lavender overtones with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Large, semidouble. Vigorous, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'Marie Bracey'). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


ESTHER LAWRENCE - Soft Pink and it has Darker Pink dashes and flecks. Medium to Large, formal double to rose form double. Vigorous, bushy, dense growth. M. (U.S. 2020 - Randolph Maphis, Tallahassee, FL).


FANNE MAE - Dark Red. Medium to large, formal double. Average, upright, open growth. M-L. (Seedling of Japonica ‘Royal Velvet’). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


GARDEN PARTY - Light Pink in the center to Deeper Medium Pink on the edges. with Yellow anthers and Cream filaments. Large to very large, full peony to loose peony form. Average, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica ‘Elegans Miniata’). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


HOLY WHITE - White with Yellow anthers and Light Cream filaments. Large, semidouble to loose peony form. Average, upright, open growth. M-L. (Seedling of Japonica ‘Snow Lady’). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


LAUREN BURTON - Light pink with deep pink stripes shading to deeper pink with stripes with yellow anthers and white filaments. Medium, rose form double to formal double form. Slow, upright, open growth. E-M. (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).

LILAC LADY - Lilac Pink with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Large, semidouble to loose peony form. Average, upright, open growth. E-L. (Seedling of Japonica 'Snow Lady'). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).

LILLIAN'S SHINING STAR* - Light to Clear Pink with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Large, loose peony to full peony; bloom is star shaped with petaloids present in full peony form. Vigorous, upright growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'Whoopie'). (U.S. 2019 - Gordy).

LINDSAY ROSE - Pink with white narrow petals with streaks of pink in center with yellow anthers and white filaments. Small, semidouble form with distinct center color markings. Slow, upright, open growth. M-L. (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


LORIE J. HUFF - Red. Medium, formal double to anemone form; the bloom has spaghetti petaloids in the center. Average, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'Tinsie'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).

MARTHA RICHARD - Creamy white in the center to pink or blush pink at the edges with gold anthers and cream filaments. Medium, semidouble to loose peony form. Average, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'China Doll'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


MINNIE PATRICIA - Mauve Pink shading to salmon pink in center. Small to medium, formal double form with stacked petals with incurved tips on petals. Slow, upright, open growth. M-L. (Seedling of Japonica 'Ville de Nantes'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


NANCY SCHMOE - White with Yellow anthers and Cream filaments. Large, semidouble to loose peony form. Slow, spreading, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'Oneita Holland'). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


PERFECT MOMENT - Peach Pink shading to Lighter Pink towards the center. Medium, formal double. Average, spreading, open growth. M-L. (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


RUTHANA SELLERS - Light red with white variegation. Large, formal double form with incurved petals. Average, upright growth. M-L. (Sport of Japonica 'Miss Margaret') (U.S. 2020 - Thomas Sellers, Bolivia, NC).

SAMFORD PARK - Clear pink fading to a pure white center third of the bloom. Medium to large, formal double form. Average, spreading growth. M-L. (Seedling of Japonica 'Magnoliaeflora'). (U.S. 2020 - Dr. Richard L. Guthrie, Auburn, AL).


SWEET MARY* - Blush Pink center petals darkening to Shell Pink on the outer petals. Medium, formal double having a swirled pattern about 40% of the time. Average, upright, dense growth. E. (U.S. 2019 - Mickey Moore, Americus, GA).


VELVET BROCADE - Cranberry red. Medium, formal double form with tiny incurved petals which sometimes show white tips. Vigorous, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Japonica 'Beatrice Hoyt'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


VERTIE LEBLANC - Light pink in the center petals to dark pink in the outer petals. Small to medium, formal double form; the bloom has occasional dark pink buttons in center of petals. Average, upright, dense growth. M-L. (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


WOODLAND'S RED BEAUTY - Dark Red with Yellow anthers and Light Pink filamentoids. Large, semidouble. Average, upright, open growth. M-L. (Seedling of Japonica 'Snow lady'). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).

Species Reticulata and Hybrids With Reticulata Parentage


CARL RANDOLPH MAPHIS - Deep fuchsia with yellow anthers and pale pink filamentoids. Very large, semidouble form. Slow, upright, dense growth. M. (Seedling of Reticulata Hybrid 'Mark Cannon'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).


GABRIEL MAPHIS - Bright pink with yellow anthers and white filamentoids. Large, semidouble form. Vigorous, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Reticulata Hybrid 'Curtain Call'). (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).

JANE HINSON - Medium Pink. Large to very large, rose form double to formal double. Vigorous, upright, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Reticulata hybrid ‘Curtain Call’). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).

JEAN LOGAN - Bright Fuchsia Pink with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Large to very large, semidouble. Average, spreading, open growth. E-M. (Seedling of Reticulata hybrid ‘Frank Houser Variegated’). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


STEVE LAWRENCE - Peach pink with yellow anthers and cream filaments. Large, semidouble to loose peony form. Average, spreading, open growth. M-L. (U.S. 2020 - Pat B. Johnson, Cairo, GA).

WOODLAND MANOR RUFFLES - Bright Pink with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Medium to large, semidouble. Average, upright, open growth. M-L. (Seedling of Reticulata hybrid ‘Frank Houser’). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).

Hybrids With Other Than Reticulata Parentage


FRILLY ONE - Creamy White with Gold anthers and Yellow filaments. Medium, full peony to loose peony form. Average, upright, open growth. M-L. (Seedling of Non-reticulata hybrid ‘Jury’s Yellow’). (U.S. 2019 - Pat Johnson, Cairo, GA).


Species Rusticana

**FUKURIN-IKKYU** - White or Pale Pink, shaded Deeper Pink with a White border, or Red in various degrees up to Solid Red with Yellow anthers and White filaments. Miniature, semidouble with foliage bordered light Green. L. (Sport of Rusticana ‘Komomiji’). (Japan - Kantō area to U.S. 1930 - Star Nursery, Sierra Madre, CA).

Species Sasanqua

**JITSU-GETSU (SUN & MOON)** - Red flowers and White ones, according to shoot. Small, single. E. (Japan).

**LAURA CLAIRE** - was mistakenly added as a sasanqua in 2006 Nomenclature; it is a japonica.


**SUNNYVALE CARNIVAL** - Bicolor, white and pink with yellow anthers and white filaments. Medium, loose peony to semidouble form with a globular shape, especially if grown in shade. Vigorous, upright, spreading growth. M-L. Fragrant. (Sasanqua ‘Kanjiro’ x Sasanqua ‘Bert Jones’). (U.S. 2020 - Yuri Panchul, Sunnyvale, CA).

Species Vernalis

*Correction due to incorrect information on ACS website at time of publication of 2020 Camellia Nomenclature.*